AFS Sedan has more than 20 years of experience in ingot mould production. Thanks to our know-how and our attention to detail during the production process, we produce high quality ingot moulds.

These ingot moulds are cast in lamellar graphite iron or in spheroidal graphite iron. Their function is to receive the liquid steel and to conserve it until solidification. We can also add alloying elements in order to improve the characteristics of the cast iron (on demand).

AFS Sedan produces ingots for forging and for rolling in a large range of shapes and weights:

- From 1 to 42 tons
- Square, polygonal, cylindrical, flat shapes…

We also supply ingot mould associated products such as bottom pouring plates, cover plates, raiser plate, pouring system, …

A high quality ingot mould will have a good longevity. This longevity will depend on good design, good cast iron and good use of steelwork. Our metallurgical control provides you the best product.
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